
Chicago Open Trash 2022: RIP to a Real One

by Rob Carson, Carsten Gehring, and Andrew Hart

Round 9: Tossups

1. In 1975, an event in which a man gained this legal status for the second time caused

the international press to descend on Kasane, Botswana. The only person to lose this

legal status by death did so in 1958 after cofounding the company Cinerama with Lowell

Thomas and Fred Waller. The fourth man to gain this legal status did so at the

Ritz-Carlton Montreal two years after upstaging John Glenn’s Earth-orbiting flight by

engaging in actions that the Vatican condemned as “erotic vagrancy.” After an

auspicious meeting at the Betty Ford Center, extremely mulletted construction worker

Larry (*) Fortensky became, at Michael Jackson’s Neverland Ranch in 1991, the last person to gain

this legal status. The most recent Republican to win a U.S. Senate election in Virginia, John Warner,

was the sixth man to gain this legal status, whose other holders included Mike Todd, Eddie Fisher,

and Nicky Hilton. On two separate occasions, Richard Burton gained, for 10 points, what status of

legal and holy union with the star of Cleopatra?

ANSWER: Liz Taylor’s husband [accept any answers indicating the husbands or spouses or

ex-husbands or people married to of Elizabeth Rosemond Taylor]

<Andrew Hart, Film (Pre-1980s)>

2. A voiceover at the end of the film Red Dragon inspired a song titled for these things

whose video depicts the singer’s alcoholic girlfriend accidentally burning down his

house. A song titled for one of these things that invokes the image of “a triangle trying

to squeeze through a circle” opens its chorus by asking, “Doesn’t that sound familiar?

Doesn’t that hit too close to home?” These things title both the first hit song by Missy

Higgins and a song that opens with the statement “drunk and I’m feeling down, and I

just wanna be alone.” The declaration “my (*) weakness is that I care too much” follows the

assertion that these things “remind us that the past is real” in that Papa Roach song. The stuff that

makes up these things titles a song whose chorus repeats “with the birds I’ll share this lonely viewin’.”

For 10 points, a 1999 Red Hot Chili Peppers song is titled for the “tissue” that makes up what wound

remnants?

ANSWER: scars [accept “Scars” or “Scar” or “Scar Tissue”]

<Rob Carson, Music (Other/Mixed)>

3. This man had his lawyers insert a clause into a legal agreement with an ex-employee

that the employee had to send this man a text message retroactively congratulating this

man for making a hire seven months earlier. This man was under FTC investigation for

possibly diverting VTF money after Jason Friedman alleged that this man kept two

separate sets of books. In a deposition, David Pauken stated that this man asked him to

pour milk on a carpet near where this man knew Mark Lerner would be sitting the next

day. This man has spent much of summer 2022 in international (*) waters aboard his

yacht, ducking a congressional subpoena in the wake of accusations leveled by Tiffani Johnston and a

2020 Washington Post exposé into alleged sexual harassment in his organization. After years of

controversy, fallout from the George Floyd protests spurred this man to temporarily call his

organization the “Football Team.” For 10 points, name this owner of the NFL’s Washington

Commanders.

ANSWER: Dan Snyder [or Daniel Marc Snyder]

<Andrew Hart, Sports (Football)>



4. These items occupy the final spot on the title “Shopping List” of a skit on the 1999

album First Come, First Served, which is probably why just about every summary of

Kool Keith’s alter ego, the serial killer Dr. Dooom, mentions that he enjoys pet rats,

cannibalism, and these items. In 1995, a movement calling for the manufacture of an

additional item of this type began when, during an interview with Connie Chung, Rosie

O’Donnell complained that one representing her character in a 1994 film did not exist,

even though there were ones representing characters played by Rick Moranis and John

(*) Goodman. These items, which were introduced by Miles Laboratories to improve sales of a line

originally called “Chocks,” were advertised with the jingle “ten million strong, and growing.” The

best-selling children’s counterparts to adult One A Days are, for 10 points, what chalky supplements

that look like, among other characters, Fred and Wilma?

ANSWER: Flintstones vitamins [accept answers indicating vitamins or chewables or gummies

featuring the Flintstones; prompt on “(chewable or gummy or kids’) vitamins”]

<Andrew Hart, Other/Miscellaneous>

5. Timothy Olyphant made his TV debut in a pilot set in this city that follows married

spies played by Maria Bello and Scott Bakula, contained a character named Mr. Big two

years before Sex and the City, and, despite having no ostensible connection to other

works of the title, is called Mr. and Mrs. Smith. After The X-Files, Chris Carter created

a mysterious group based in this city that can peer into the minds of criminals in the

show Millennium. The protagonist helps plan his father’s wedding in eight days and

quotes the ending of Tennyson’s “Ulysses” in a farewell speech before moving to

Chicago in a series finale titled (*) “goodnight,” this city. That show set in this city had many

scenes set at the coffee shop Café Nervosa, used the credits song “Tossed Salad and Scrambled Eggs,”

and centered on a man who hosts a call-in psychiatry radio show. For 10 points, what city was the

setting of Frasier, a show whose logo showed the Space Needle?

ANSWER: Seattle, Washington

<Andrew Hart, TV (1990s)>

6. In the initial credits scene, a kid in this film who asks, “How come we can’t ever have

just like a salad?” resulting in the protagonist sampling a bean dish and sneezing it all

over his face, is played by Moises Arias in his film debut. The protagonist of this film

says, “Everything you just said is my favorite thing to do,” when a woman reveals that

her favorite color is “light tan,” that her favorite animal is “poopies,” and that she likes

“serving the Lord, hiking, play volleyball.” Peter Stormare plays a medicine man who

advises the protagonist of this film to gain powers by ascending a cliff and drinking the

yolk of an eagle egg. In this comedy, the protagonist buys a bus for a group of orphans

after teaming up with Steven to defeat the villainous (*) Ramses, played by Silver King. In

this comedy, the director’s follow-up to Napoleon Dynamite, Ana de la Reguera plays Sister

Encarnacion. A cook for a Oaxaca monastery becomes a flamboyant performer in, for 10 points, what

2006 comedy that stars Jack Black as a Mexican luchador?

ANSWER: Nacho Libre

<Andrew Hart, Film (2000s-Present)>



7. Tony Battistelo created an Illinois program for training people in this profession,

whose alumni include future U.S. Olympic Committee chair and commissioner of

baseball Peter Ueberroth (YOO-ber-roth). Workers in this profession are eligible to receive

full collegiate tuition and housing scholarships as Evans Scholars. Philadelphia

Democratic Party operative Neil Oxman has occasionally worked this job part-time

since the death from ALS of Bruce Edwards, as recounted in a John Feinstein book.

This is the profession of a walrus-mustached Deadhead who got his nickname from his

passing resemblance to broadcaster Steve Melnyk and has the given name Mike Cowan.

Prominent inductees into this profession’s Hall of Fame include men nicknamed (*)

“Bones” and “Fluff.” In the 2000s, Steve Williams exchanged many awkward high fives while working

in, for 10 points, what profession that involves carrying baggage for such people as Phil Mickelson and

Tiger Woods?

ANSWER: caddies [accept any answer indicating golf caddies or PGA caddies]

<Andrew Hart, Sports (Other)>

8. In this game, bringing 11,171 gold, Shashev’s key, and a certain weapon to Sirilonwe

(see-ree-LON-way) will cause the message “Go to Hell, Carolina!” to display as that weapon

is replaced by one called “Eltonbrand.” Among the foyadas, or “fire-rivers,” in this

game is the Valley of the Wind, which is home to a cavern where the player acquires the

ring Moon-and-Star. A quest in this game involves collecting 26 of the 27 Threads of the

Webspinner, which are pieces of equipment created by Sanguine for the grandmaster

of the (*) Morag Tong. Players are often swarmed by cliff racers in this game, which, in lieu of true

fast travel, includes a network of silt striders. This game’s protagonist destroys the Heart of Lorkhan,

killing Dagoth Ur and ending the immortality of Vivec and the Tribunal, after fulfilling the Nerevarine

prophecies. The home province of the Dunmer is the title setting of, for 10 points, what third game in

the Elder Scrolls series?

ANSWER: The Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind [accept The Elder Scrolls III: Morrowind before

“Elder”]

<Rob Carson, Video Games>

9. This song plays over a short sketch in Jackass 3D that involves Chris Pontius trying

to use his penis to put a ping pong ball into Bam Margera’s mouth. The season 10

premiere of Always Sunny ends with this song playing over the credits after both

Charlie and Mac break a record by drinking 71 beers on a cross-country flight. The

artist of this song sang a closing-credits parody of it that rhymes a description of a man

“clucking all the while” with a “tragic illness” that “made us smile” and mentions

pratfalls such as a (*) “grotesquely swollen jaw” and “Steve Sax and his run-in with the law.” This

song, whose chorus lists names that are known “from Boston to Dubuque,” opens by describing how

“the Whiz Kids had won it” and “Bobby Thomson had done it” while “Yogi read the comics all the

while.” A reference to “Willie, Mickey, and the Duke” appears in the chorus of, for 10 points, what

1981 song by Terry Cashman about America’s pastime?

ANSWER: “Talkin’ Baseball” [or “Talkin’ Baseball (Willie, Mickey & The Duke)”; prompt on

“Talkin’ Softball” by asking “what song is that based on?”]

<Andrew Hart, Music (Other/Mixed)>



10. A character on this show who repeatedly pulls pranks on the unseen Hufnagels has

a friend named Danny who is taken out of school after contracting HIV through

hemophilia treatment. This show was adapted from a Gwen Davenport novel that also

inspired a trilogy of Clifton Webb films beginning with 1948’s Sitting Pretty. Recurring

gags on this show include Heather’s best friend Angela repeatedly mispronouncing the

main character’s name and George’s continual attempts to join the “Happy Guys of (*)

Pittsburgh.” This show’s cocreator Jeff Stein confirmed that an incident at the Hollywood Christmas

Parade was the cause of a true urban legend regarding it, in which filming had to be stopped for a

couple days because its star sat on his own testicles. Bob Uecker (YOO-kur) plays the patriarch of the

Owens family, who employ the title character in, for 10 points, what ABC sitcom titled for a

Christopher Hewett–portrayed stuffy British butler?

ANSWER: Mr. Belvedere

<Rob Carson, TV (Pre-1990s)>

11. This film’s female lead waves goodbye to her son from a bus window while reaching

more and more into the space of the man sitting next to her, who is played by indie

filmmaker Todd Solondz. A character in this film is beaten with a floor lamp by a gang

of hustlers, including a man played by Skeet Ulrich, who had just modeled for one of his

paintings. Frank Sachs, an art dealer played by Cuba Gooding Jr., intimidates this

film’s protagonist into taking care of Verdell, a dog who that protagonist had earlier (*)

thrown down a garbage chute. This most recent film to win both lead acting Oscars climaxes with a

trip to Baltimore, where the Greg Kinnear–played Simon regains his artistic drive by sketching Carol,

a waitress played by Helen Hunt who is told, “You make me want to be a better man,” by the

protagonist. For 10 points, name this 1997 James L. Brooks film starring Jack Nicholson as Melvin

Udall, a writer with OCD.

ANSWER: As Good as It Gets

<Rob Carson, Film (1980s-1990s)>

12. A man working in a deli struggles to get this character to understand the word

“pulp” over the phone but then mishears the number 6 and delivers 60 bananas to this

character. This character regrets taking his children to visit a great-aunt who lives in

the country when she uses an outdated term for Brazil nuts and then overtly racist

language talking about city life, but she dies in her kitchen right after. The line “your

father is dead” is delivered poorly repeatedly by this character when he tries to act in a

remake of The Godfather directed by (*) Matthew Broderick. This character chases a woman

around his apartment and forces her to kiss him at the end of an episode called “Pamela Part 1,” which

in 2017 was reexamined after multiple allegations were made about this character’s actor

masturbating in front of women. For 10 points, name this character played on a namesake FX show

by an actor whose last name is the letters C.K.

ANSWER: Louie [accept Louis C.K.]

<Carsten Gehring, TV (2000s-present)>



13. This man described a bronze plaque containing a “creed for those who have

suffered” at the end of his memoir It’s Good to Be Alive. He is described as “our ‘stylish

stout’ so nimble” who “leaps high” amidst “millennium” and “pandemonium” in a

Marianne Moore poem styled as a “hometown piece.” Confessing to a Catholic priest

about going to the Episcopal church to see this man speak is a story from Doris Kearns

Goodwin’s memoir Wait till Next Year. In 2021, elevated status given to this man’s time

with the Elite Giants allowed him to claim a “youngest” superlative once held by Joe

Nuxhall. This man, who became Edward Murrow’s first guest on Person to Person right

after hitting a clutch World Series home run, suffered a career-ending injury that

opened up a starting spot held for the next 10 years by John (*) Roseboro. This holder of the

career-best mark for caught-stealing percentage and three-time MVP was forced to retire in 1958

when he was paralyzed in a car crash. For 10 points, what Italian American and Black Dodgers catcher

was nicknamed “Campy”?

ANSWER: Roy Campanella

<Andrew Hart, Sports (Baseball)>

14. This is the first word in the name of an electronic duo that covered Miley Cyrus’s

“See You Again” for Punk Goes Pop 2 and had a hit with the 2011 song “Blackout.” This

word titles a song whose narrator describes two friends, one of whom claims “winter

just wasn’t my season” and the other of whom “ain’t been sober since maybe October of

last year.” That song titled for this word opens two verses with mentions of being awake

at 2 AM and advises the listener to “cradle your head in your hands” and perform this

action after asserting that “life’s like an (*) hourglass glued to the table.” This word, which

titles that Anna Nalick song, is the last word in the title of a song whose chorus speculates on what

will happen “when it gets cold outside and you’ve got nobody to love.” For 10 points, a 2002 Maroon 5

song asks “is there anyone out there, cause it’s getting harder and harder to” perform what action?

ANSWER: breathe [accept Breathe Carolina or “Breathe (2 AM)” or “Harder to Breathe”; do

not accept or prompt on “breath”]

<Rob Carson, Music (Pop)>

15. A name-check of this author is accompanied by the line “the commodore could get

pretty academic” when one of his major concepts is invoked in a description of

advanced Tauran weapons in Joe Haldeman’s The Forever War. This man’s description

of modern-day “rebels” akin to 18th-century Luddites inspired Juan Atkins to coin the

term “techno music.” After the failure of this man’s book War and Anti-War, his

reputation was revived in 1995 by a politician whose own books Windows of

Opportunity and To Renew America pantomimed some of this man’s ideas. This

former Marxist, who counted Newt Gingrich as a longtime acolyte, took a conservative

turn in his 1990 book, (*) Powershift, which concluded a trilogy whose first book he cowrote with

his wife, Heidi. Ted Turner credited the founding of CNN, and Steve Case the founding of AOL, to

theories in this man’s book The Third Wave. For 10 points, name this schlocky futurist who

popularized “information overload” in his 1970 book, Future Shock.

ANSWER: Alvin Toffler

<Andrew Hart, Trash Lit>



16. This player knotted the score at 17 apiece at the end of the first quarter on a 30-foot

buzzer-beater in a playoff game in which one of his two other three-pointers was an

improbable bank-in from straight on. In a postgame interview after that game, this

player acknowledged a teammate who had just suffered a season-ending Achilles injury

and told Jim Gray “all praise to Allah” and “Allahu Akbar.” Jess Kersey admitted to

making a mistake on a play that began with 11.9 seconds left in a playoff game when this

player leaped to catch a Charlie Ward inbound pass that was tipped by (*) Jalen Rose. In

the turning point of a conference finals that made his team the only eight seed to reach the NBA

Finals and also led Bill Simmons to formulate the “Ewing theory,” this player led his team to victory

after he was fouled by Antonio Davis and turned a 91–88 deficit into a 92–91 lead. The Pacers lost

Game 3 of the 1999 Eastern Conference Finals on a four-point play by, for 10 points, what Knicks

forward who also starred for the Hornets and UNLV?

ANSWER: Larry Johnson [or Lawrence Demetric Johnson]

<Andrew Hart, Sports (Basketball)>

17. One song with this title was written in 1969 after a woman purchased a vase at an

antique shop and brought it back to the Laurel Canyon residence she shared with the

songwriter. That song of this title describes “sunshine” through “windows” as “fiery

gems for you,” paralleling a verse that ends by describing how Joni Mitchell would

“play your love songs all night long for me, only for me.” A song of this title, which

rocketed to the U.S. top 10 on the strength of success on MTV, has two verses that open,

“Father (*) wears his Sunday best.” Graham Nash wrote a Crosby, Stills, and Nash song of this title

that describes the title place as “very, very, very fine” and having “two cats in the yard.” The phrases

“that was where we used to sleep” and “was our castle and our keep” follow, for 10 points, what

two-word title of a Madness song about a structure “in the middle of our street”?

ANSWER: “Our House”

<Andrew Hart, Music (Rock)>

18. An internet tiff erupted in March 2005 when a web forum discredited a list of this

type by releasing UPenn student Anthony Ciolli’s (chee-OH-lee’s) research, leading a then

University of Texas professor to condemn the forum “for bizarre racist, anti-semitic,

and viciously sexist postings.” On that web forum, which Wikipedia touts as having

introduced pages discussing “small penis humiliation” and “radical Islamic verses of

the Koran,” this kind of list is the main source of “prestige,” characteristically spelled

with an F instead of an S. A self-serving list of this type that includes 10 factors based on

library size is compiled by a Michigan institution named for (*) Thomas M. Cooley. The

acronym HYS/CCN litters discussions of lists of this type on the internet cesspool AutoAdmit, whose

users mock annual lists of this type compiled by Brian Leiter (“lighter”). The “T14” include Yale and

Stanford on, for 10 points, what kind of lists, most notably released by U.S. News & World Report,

that weigh heavily on the minds of recent LSAT takers?

ANSWER: law school rankings [accept answers indicating a ranked list of law schools or lists of

the top law schools; prompt on less-specific answers mentioning “lists of law schools” or “university

rankings” or similar]

<Andrew Hart, Other/Miscellaneous>



19. Some of the last scenes in the movie titled for this character depict him working in

Luthersville and his mother trying to scratch off a number circled in permanent

marker on the lid of one of her Tupperware containers. Immediately before this

character’s climactic speech, he emphasizes that a Kenny Rogers concert “was a great

place to look at girls” because he is “not a homosexual.” In his first on-screen

appearance, this character earns the nickname Radar for using information gleaned

from a trash can to supply a lawyer at the Small Business Administration with several

Snickers bars. This man becomes the target of a media (*) firestorm when his name is leaked

to reporter Kathy Scruggs, played by Olivia Wilde, after she seduces FBI agent Tom Shaw, played by

Jon Hamm. In a 2019 Clint Eastwood movie, Paul Walter Hauser played, for 10 points, what real-life

security guard who was falsely accused of bombing the 1996 Atlanta Olympics?

ANSWER: Richard Jewell [accept Richard Jewell; accept any underlined portion]

<Andrew Hart, Film (2000s-Present)>

20. This character sneaks out of a diner to avoid fighting a biker gang after becoming a

motorcycle-crashing, Lorenzo Lamas–inspired “renegade” in an episode in which he

has flashbacks while watching a game of Oregon Trail. This character’s desire for a pair

of black gloves is the inciting incident for an episode in which he is forced to escape a

hitman hired by Bible salesman Sidney Huffman. This character is shattered into 300

pieces when the jewel-encrusted Golden Turd is shoved back up his ass in the

culmination of a 15-season story arc. In an opening sequence, he pops up in the front

seat of a black SUV to sing the line (*) “Good morning, USA!” Real estate agent Jeannie Gold,

notorious asshole Ricky Spanish, and Steve’s detective partner the Legman are among the many

personas of this character, who is voiced by Seth McFarlane imitating Paul Lynde. For 10 points,

name this gray-skinned alien from American Dad!

ANSWER: Roger Smith [prompt on “Smith”] [Unbeknownst to Roger, Sidney Huffman was another

of his personas.]

<Rob Carson, TV (2000s-present)>



Chicago Open Trash 2022: RIP to a Real One

by Rob Carson, Carsten Gehring, and Andrew Hart

Round 9: Bonuses

1. A film in this big-budget franchise inspired a film with a much smaller budget in which Captain

Edward Reynolds battles the swashbuckling Eric Victor Stagnetti, played by Tommy Gunn. For 10

points each:

[10] In 2005, one of the most “mainstream” porno films ever made was largely based on an entry

called The Curse of the Black Pearl in what Hollywood film franchise starring Johnny Depp?

ANSWER: Pirates of the Caribbean [accept PotC or Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the

Black Pearl]

[10] The sequel Pirates II: Stagnetti’s Revenge starred this pornographic actress, who had a

somewhat successful mainstream acting career beginning with her debut in Steven Soderbergh’s The

Girlfriend Experience.

ANSWER: Sasha Grey [or Marina Ann Hantzis]

[10] Grey’s Pirates II costar Belladonna had a speaking role as Clancy Charlock in this 2014 film

narrated by Joanna Newsom.

ANSWER: Inherent Vice

<Andrew Hart, Film (2000s-Present)>

2. Answer the following about hip-hop artists and SnackWell cookies, for 10 points each.

[10] The line “that South Lee block got more cookies than SnackWells” appears on The Peoples

Champ, the major-label debut for this white rapper from Houston famed for his rhyming stage name

and staunch advocacy of wearing grills in one’s mouth.

ANSWER: Paul Wall [or Paul Michael Slayton]

[10] The line “eat ’er up like a SnackWell, we could live forever like Henrietta Lacks cells” from the

track “Winter Blues” exemplifies the intricate and esoteric wordplay characteristic of this rapper, who

almost always wore a signature metal mask. He died at age 49 in 2020.

ANSWER: MF DOOM [or Daniel Dumile]

[10] Princess Superstar, who Wikipedia claims was once “acclaimed as Pennsylvania’s top female

Jewish rapper,” said that “I rock well, slam like a Montel, fat eat a SnackWell” in her 1999 track

“Love/Hate to Be a Player,” which also contains perhaps the first recorded reference to this persona,

who George H. W. Bush claimed was his “favorite magician” according to women who accused Bush

of inappropriate touching during photo ops.

ANSWER: David Cop-a-feel [prompt on “David”; do not accept or prompt on “David Copperfield”]

<Andrew Hart, Music (Hip-Hop/R&B/Soul)>



3. This character’s boss, Gregory Ilinivich, “has power over me, and that seems to bring him

happiness.” For 10 points each:

[10] Identify this character whose daughter, Alexandria, “fell in the cold of last year.” He realizes that

he no longer loves his son, Gregarro, because he sees in Gregarro’s eyes the “same cowardice” that he

catches when he sees his own face in the mirror.

ANSWER: moth [accept answers mentioning Norm Macdonald’s moth joke]

[10] This late show host oafishly interrupted Norm Macdonald’s moth joke to question whether Norm

actually heard it from a cab driver, in one of the highlights of this redhead’s short tenure at the

Tonight Show.

ANSWER: Conan O’Brien [or Conan Christopher O’Brien; accept any underlined portion]

[10] Macdonald claimed that he originally heard the moth joke from this comedian and then

expanded the joke when he unexpectedly had to fill an extra Tonight Show segment. This SNL

alumnus took over “Weekend Update” when Norm was fired in 1998.

ANSWER: Colin Quinn [or Colin Edward Quinn]

<Andrew Hart, TV (2000s-present)>

4. A character created by this author who lives in Centerburg, Ohio, is forced to deal with an

out-of-control doughnut-making machine in his uncle Ulysses’s diner in one of the more memorable

stories in a 1943 book. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this author of Homer Price, whose Caldecott-winning book Time of Wonder depicts a

hurricane interrupting a vacation in Penobscot Bay.

ANSWER: Robert McCloskey [or John Robert McCloskey]

[10] McCloskey’s own daughter was the basis for this character, who loses a tooth while clam digging

in the book One Morning in Maine and, in another book, accidentally follows a mother bear while

blueberry-picking with her own mother.

ANSWER: Sal [accept Blueberries for Sal]

[10] McCloskey’s most famous children’s book is this other Caldecott winner, in which Mr. and Mrs.

Mallard befriend a policeman, who then provides an escort as their children travel to Boston’s Public

Garden.

ANSWER: Make Way for Ducklings

<Rob Carson, Trash Lit>

5. En route to accomplishing this feat for the first time in NBA history, a player set a franchise record

in steals, breaking a mark held by Rick Barry and Micheal Ray Richardson. For 10 points each:

[10] Identify this feat, accomplished for the first and only time in NBA history in a February 2017

game against Memphis by Draymond Green, who also recorded perhaps the unlikeliest near miss on a

five-by-five in league history in that game.

ANSWER: triple-double without points [accept answers indicating a triple-double that did

not include scoring at least 10 points or triple-double with only rebounds, assists, and

steals; do not accept or prompt on “triple-double”]

[10] Green’s triple-double without points was only the second triple-double to include steals after this

Spurs shooting guard’s 1986 quadruple-double. This man, the NBA’s all-time leader in steals per

game, was the inaugural winner of the Most Improved Player Award and was the 1986 Defensive

Player of the Year.

ANSWER: Alvin Robertson [or Alvin Cyrrale Robertson]

[10] The third triple-double to include steals was recorded in 2021 by T. J. McConnell, the backup

point guard for this Eastern Conference team that shares a home city with the NFL’s Colts.

ANSWER: Indiana Pacers [accept either underlined portion]

<Andrew Hart, Sports (Basketball)>



6. A kindly old woman says that a man should “should die of gonorrhea and rot in hell” and, shortly

thereafter, serves a tray of cookies whose shape illustrates this phrase. For 10 points each:

[10] Identify this two-word phrase that a film protagonist finds spray-painted in red on the walls of

the villain’s old bedroom and scrawled over and over into a diary found after the protagonist

infiltrates a mental hospital dressed in a tutu.

ANSWER: “laces out”

[10] “Laces out” is the psychotic mantra of Ray Finkle, who blames his missed field goal kick in the

Super Bowl on this quarterback’s hold. The first film in the Ace Ventura series centers on Finkle’s

kidnapping of this real-life Miami Dolphins legend.

ANSWER: Dan Marino [accept either underlined portion]

[10] In Ace Ventura: Pet Detective, Marino is kidnapped by two goons dressed in Dolphins uniforms

while filming a commercial for this brand of gloves. In a bizarre coincidence, another football star and

actor, O. J. Simpson, was accused of wearing gloves of this brand to murder Ronald Goldman and

Nicole Brown Simpson just a few months after Ace Ventura came out.

ANSWER: Isotoner [accept Isotoners or Totes Isotoner; prompt on “Totes”]

<Andrew Hart, Film (1980s-1990s)>

7. This song describes a woman from Malibu who “only like cocaine and Whole Foods” and who

“think I’m an asshole” and “think I’m a player” but who keeps running back to the singer “only ’cause

I pay up.” For 10 points each:

[10] What 2019 song that declares, “All she wanna do is party all night,” was a surprise hit for rapper

Arizona Zervas?

ANSWER: “Roxanne”

[10] A more famous song titled “Roxanne,” in which Roxanne is told “you don’t have to put on the red

light,” is by this English rock band fronted by Sting.

ANSWER: The Police

[10] A band called Roxanne had a minor hit in 1988 with a cover of this 1976 song, which was inspired

by a question posed by a Black audience member to the band Wild Cherry. A version of this song that

reworks lines about “movin’ to the groovin’” and laying down “the boogie” appeared on the album To

the Extreme.

ANSWER: “Play That Funky Music” [The second sentence refers to Vanilla Ice’s version.]

<Rob Carson, Music (Other/Mixed)>

8. An unexpected plot twist in an episode of this show, whose original ending was lost due to

videotape damage caused by the Second Coming of Jesus, prompts its director to explain that “clever

things make people feel stupid, and unexpected things make them feel scared.” For 10 points each:

[10] Name this TV show whose season finale is interrupted by a spilled can of beer, prompting the

forces of Omicron Persei (PUR-see-“eye”) 8 to invade Earth 1,000 years later in search of its protagonist,

Jenny McNeal.

ANSWER: Single Female Lawyer

[10] The broadcast-stopping beer was spilled by this Panucci’s Pizza delivery boy, who later directs the

replacement Single Female Lawyer episode. He’s the protagonist of Futurama.

ANSWER: Philip J. Fry [accept either underlined portion]

[10] In a later episode featuring the inhabitants of Omicron Persei 8 watching ancient Earth TV, Lrrr

(lurr) memorably asks why Ross, the largest Friend, does not simply perform this action, to which

Ndnd (un-duh-un-duh) replies, “Perhaps they are saving that for sweeps.”

ANSWER: eat the other five [accept “why does Ross, the largest friend, not simply eat the other

five” or any answers that indicate or describe Ross eating the other Friends or the rest of the

main cast]

<Rob Carson, TV (1990s)>



9. This sport was invented by Asger Jorn, an artist who is also notable for producing a book with Guy

Debord that was published with a sandpaper dust jacket so it would destroy all other books it

contacted. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this sport, probably the only one that both is played on a hexagonal field and was invented

to illustrate a reconceptualization of the Marxist dialectic by a member of the Situationist

International.

ANSWER: three-sided football [or three-sided soccer; accept answers indicating soccer with

three teams]

[10] As a youth, Jorn played for this country’s Silkeborg KFUM, a fourth-division club that

coincidentally won the second three-sided football World Cup. The historically ascendant team in this

country’s Superliga is FC Copenhagen.

ANSWER: Denmark [or Danmark]

[10] English architect Adam Leatherbarrow, a supporter of this Premier League team, has designed a

three-sided football stadium and has expressed hopes that this team would play London rivals

Tottenham and Chelsea simultaneously. This historic rival of Millwall FC wears the same claret and

sky-blue colors as Aston Villa.

ANSWER: West Ham United FC

<Andrew Hart, Sports (Other)>

10. This game’s director’s cut restored “Escape from Margarita Zone,” a noncanonical secret ending

in which youth minister Joseph Christiansen is revealed to be a cult leader and serial killer. For 10

points each:

[10] Name this 2017 game in which the player character and his daughter, Amanda Ann, move to a

cul-de-sac in Maple Bay after the death of his wife, Alex. Its creators, Vernon Shaw and Leighton

Gray, drew inspiration from the cult hit Hatoful Boyfriend.

ANSWER: Dream Daddy: A Dad Dating Simulator

[10] Dream Daddy was produced under the aegis of this Let’s Play–inspired video series hosted since

2013 by Dan Avidan and Arin “Egoraptor” Hanson, who are its ostensibly cantankerous title figures.

ANSWER: Game Grumps

[10] Dream Daddy’s system-based, nonlinear design was inspired by this 1994 Konami high school

dating sim, in which neglected girls eventually “bomb” the player by gossiping to their friends, causing

all love meters to decrease.

ANSWER: Tokimeki Memorial

<Rob Carson, Video Games>

11. After this author declared that “America is in decline as a superpower” and that she was “on the

side of clutter,” she was lambasted for not understanding “the intersectional nature of the

multiplicity” of her “offenses.” For 10 points each:

[10] Name this author who, after making a February 2019 tweet, was told by Twitter user

@TheVelvetDays, “You did a racism. You did an imperialism. You did a nationalism. You did a

xenophobia. You did a white fragility. You did a weak apology. You did no growth.”

ANSWER: Barbara Ehrenreich [or Barbara Alexander]

[10] Ehrenreich was the subject of a Twitter firestorm after saying that she would “be convinced that

America is not in decline only when” this Japanese “de-cluttering guru” and host of Netflix’s Tidying

Up “learns to speak English.”

ANSWER: Marie Kondo [accept Konmari]

[10] Kondo herself came under fire from the Washington Post’s Ron Charles and Jennifer Wright,

who tweeted that Kondo was a “monster,” after an inaccurate claim circulated that Kondo advocated

keeping at most 30 of these objects in one’s home.

ANSWER: books [accept equivalents such as novels]

<Andrew Hart, Other/Miscellaneous>



12. In Drake’s “Pound Cake / Paris Morton Music 2,” Jay-Z claims to have an “all-black Maybach”

whose “inside’s whiter than” this artist’s face is, while in “Trumpets,” Jason Derulo asks “is it weird

that your bra reminds me of” a song by this artist. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this singer whose album Teenage Dream produced such number-one singles as “Firework”

and “California Gurls.”

ANSWER: Katy Perry [or Katheryn Elizabeth Hudson]

[10] An interlude that notes, “You shouldn’t just be brave, you shouldn’t just roar,” precedes a verse

dismissing those who “search for moral wisdom in Katy Perry’s lyrics” in this Bo Burnham song,

which opens by asking, “Have you ever felt sad or lonely?”

ANSWER: “Kill Yourself”

[10] This rapper accurately claims to have “sold more albums my first week than Harry Styles and

Katy Perry” in “44 More,” a song from his mixtape Bobby Tarantino II. He sings, “I finally wanna be

alive, I finally wanna be alive,” in the chorus of a 2017 hit that features Khalid and Alessia Cara.

ANSWER: Logic [or Sir Robert Bryson Hall II] [The second song is “1-800-273-8255,” which is

titled for the former number for the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline.]

<Rob Carson, Music (Pop)>

13. In 2003, this reliever was drafted 22nd overall by the Giants, a year before three members of the

college rotation he closed for at Rice, Philip Humber, Jeff Niemann, and Wade Townsend, were all

drafted in the first 10 picks. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this journeyman relief pitcher who, as true fans of listing baseball players will know, is the

alphabetically first player in MLB history.

ANSWER: David Aardsma (ARD-smuh) [or David Allan Aardsma]

[10] Upon Aardsma’s debut, he displaced this man as the alphabetically first all-time MLB player.

This Braves outfielder broke Babe Ruth’s career home run record in 1973.

ANSWER: Hank Aaron [or Henry Louis Aaron]

[10] Besides Aardsma and the Aaron brothers, the only other MLB player with a name starting with

“A-A” is Don Aase (AH-see), who made his only all-star appearance in 1986 with this team. Two years

later, with Aase still on the roster, this team fired its manager, who was the father of two of its starting

infielders, in the midst of a 21-game season-opening losing streak.

ANSWER: Baltimore Orioles [accept either underlined portion; prompt on “O’s”]

<Andrew Hart, Sports (Baseball)>

14. Maggie McOmie has her head shaved outside San Francisco’s Palace of Fine Arts in Bald, a

making-of film released to promote this movie, whose large cast of shaved-headed extras required its

director to recruit from a nearby branch of Synanon. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this 1971 sci-fi film whose characters, including protagonists played by Donald Pleasance

and Robert Duvall, are all referred to by arbitrary alphanumeric designations. Its director later reused

part of its title as the name for his A/V quality standards company.

ANSWER: THX 1138 (“eleven thirty-eight”)
[10] This director of THX 1138 also reused the number “1138” for a detention block on the Death Star

in his third feature film, Star Wars.

ANSWER: George Lucas [or George Walton Lucas Jr.; since this is Chicago Open Trash, accept

Gyorgy Lukacs or George Luks]

[10] The prisoner NCH in THX 1138 is played by Sid Haig, who many years later experienced a career

renaissance after playing this murderous clown, a major character in the Rob Zombie films House of

1000 Corpses and The Devil’s Rejects.

ANSWER: Captain Spaulding [accept Johnny Lee Johns or Cutter]

<Rob Carson, Film (Pre-1980s)>



15. In June 2019, this man went on Fox and Friends to promote his new show on the Paramount

Network in which he uses “in your face” gestalt therapy to help couples in failing marriages. For 10

points each:

[10] Name this TV host who filmed two infamous episodes at Second Base in Orange, California, the

second of which featured his second-ever “walkout” after a “slime bucket” named Terry reneged on a

promise to invest $30,000.

ANSWER: Jon Taffer [or Jonathan Taffer]

[10] Although he is apparently now moonlighting as a gestalt therapist on Marriage Rescue, Taffer is

best known as the host of this Spike TV show on which he brashly whipped failing nightlife

establishments into shape.

ANSWER: Bar Rescue

[10] While serving on the board of a professional sports league’s “Enterprises” division in the 1990s,

Taffer was credited with inventing the concept of this DirecTV out-of-market sports package, which

has its own version of “Red Zone” hosted by Andrew Siciliano.

ANSWER: NFL Sunday Ticket

<Andrew Hart, TV (2000s-present)>

16. A programming effort to create a metaphorical equivalent of this thing involved the development

of a language similar to C and C++ initially called C+ and eventually called HolyC. For 10 points each:

[10] An operating system entirely coded by schizophrenic programmer Terry Davis was designed to

stand in for and serve as what never-completed thing?

ANSWER: Third Temple [accept answers indicating (Third) Temple in Jerusalem or Jewish

Temple or similar; accept TempleOS]

[10] The most detailed game included with TempleOS is this type of program. The 2020 entry in the

Microsoft series of this type of game allows players realistic control of vehicles made by Airbus and

Boeing.

ANSWER: flight simulators [accept Microsoft Flight Simulator or answers indicating amateur

flight simulation or airplane simulation or pilot simulation]

[10] In addition to the “fun games” included with TempleOS, there are “unfun games,” such as an

“intentionally crappy” clone of this tank combat arcade game released by Atari in 1980. In 1998,

Activision released an updated game with this same title that melds real-time strategy and

first-person shooter elements.

ANSWER: Battlezone

<Andrew Hart, Video Games>

17. For 10 points each, answer the following about nuclear apocalypse and Australia.

[10] The 1959 film adaptation of Nevil Schute’s classic novel of Australian nuclear holocaust, On the

Beach, starred this man as a U.S. naval commander and Ava Gardner as his Australian love interest.

This man played Atticus Finch in 1962’s To Kill a Mockingbird.

ANSWER: Gregory Peck [or Eldred Gregory Peck]

[10] The Australian wastelands depicted in the Mad Max films were inspired by this film set in a

post-fallout southwestern U.S. The telepathic pet Blood travels with Vic in this 1975 film adaptation of

a Harlan Ellison novella.

ANSWER: A Boy and His Dog

[10] A year after The Day After shocked American TV audiences, including Ronald Reagan, this 1984

joint British-Australian production aired on the BBC and showed in visceral detail the effects of a

NATO/Warsaw Pact nuclear exchange in Sheffield.

ANSWER: Threads

<Andrew Hart, Film (1980s-1990s)>



18. This character picked up the ability to lip-read both English and Inuktitut after he went partly

deaf from diving into Prince Rupert’s Sound to save a man’s life. For 10 points each:

[10] Name this character whose lip-reading ability and occasionally menacing presence helps Benton

Fraser and Ray Vecchio solve crimes in a 1990s TV series.

ANSWER: Diefenbaker [accept Dief]

[10] The half-wolf, half-husky Diefenbaker assists RCMP constable Fraser in this 1990s Canadian

crime procedural, whose title alludes to the fact that Fraser’s crime solving occurs not in Canada but

in the U.S.

ANSWER: Due South

[10] Due South is set in this city. American shows set in this city during the 1990s include ER and

another medical drama set in a hospital called “Hope.”

ANSWER: Chicago [accept Chicago Hope]

<Andrew Hart, TV (1990s)>

19. Guy-rememberers everywhere are fond of recalling the time Sage Rosenfels became the

Rosencopter, but he’s not the only quarterback to take to the skies. For 10 points each:

[10] While diving for a first down late in the third quarter of Super Bowl XXXII (“32”), this

long-tenured Broncos quarterback was spun around by Packers defenders Mike Prior and Leroy

Butler in a play that became known as “The Helicopter.”

ANSWER: John Elway [or John Albert Elway Jr.]

[10] While with the Browns in 2015, this journeyman fumbled and was concussed while helicoptering

toward the end zone in a game against the Jets. He was drafted by the Cardinals in 2002, had a

noteworthy year with the Bears in 2013, and became the oldest practice squad player ever with the

Eagles in 2020.

ANSWER: Josh McCown [or Joshua Treadwell McCown]

[10] This college team’s QB Garret Shrader did a full midair 360 during a fourth-down scramble in a

2019 game. Its coach from 2004 to 2008, Sylvester Croom, was the first Black head coach in SEC

history.

ANSWER: Mississippi State University [prompt on Bulldogs; do not accept or prompt on

“Mississippi”]

<Rob Carson, Sports (Football)>

20. This band’s song “He’s Simple, He’s Dumb, He’s the Pilot” inspired the name of Jason Lee and

Beth Riesgraf’s son, Pilot Inspektor. For 10 points each:

[10] What indie rock band from Modesto included the song “Now It’s On” on their 2003 album,

Sumday (“some day”)? The catchy electronic beat in the grocery store shopping spree scene from 28

Days Later was supplied by this band’s song “A.M. 180.”

ANSWER: Grandaddy

[10] Grandaddy’s Sumday includes a song about these cars “in the west.” The album by the Black

Keys named for this model of car paradoxically shows a wood-paneled Plymouth Voyager van on its

cover.

ANSWER: Chevrolet El Camino [or Chevy El Camino; accept El Camino or “El Caminos in the

West”]

[10] Grandaddy covered “Revolution” for the film I Am Sam, which stars Sean Penn as a mentally

handicapped man and features a soundtrack consisting exclusively of indie rock covers of this band,

such as Aimee Mann’s rendition of “Lucy in the Sky with Diamonds.”

ANSWER: The Beatles

<Andrew Hart, Music (Rock)>


